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Budget

How is the overall health budget structured?

Overall
structure

Program based (green)

How responsive is the budget to health priorities?

Other
descriptors

Legal/
regulatory/
policy basis

Fragmentation
within
process

Autonomy to establish health priorities (green)
Is there a legal or regulatory basis for how budgeting for health should occur and/or
priorities established?

Budget structure mandated and enforced (green)

What are the major health budget centers (on and off budget)?

Single budget holder (green)

Do costing tools align with budgeting approach ?

Costing

Tools aligned and used in budgeting (green)

How well are other priority setting processes accounted for in the health budget?

Other tools
and data
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Evidence-based (green)
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part 2

Decentralization

Health systems
and financing

Benefits
package

External
resources

What is the jurisdiction of local government have in
administering health budgets?

How would you categorize the domestic health system financing structure?

How is/are the public benefits package(s) structured?

How would you categorize the partner landscape in terms of
financial contributions to health?

Complete subnational authority, providers/ facilities consulted (green)

How flexible are subnational budgets in terms of what can be included?

Autonomy to establish health priorities (green)

Is there a legal or regulatory basis that dicates the role of lower administrative levels
in setting health sector priorities?

Primarily public finance (green)

How does the majority of the population access services?

Centrally established positive or negative list (choose
(green)
Mostone)
donor
funding on budget (green)

What is included in the benefits p ackage? How often is it reviewed?

Compulsory or non-compulsory tax or contributory
(choose
one
ofspecialist
each) (green)
Allscheme
3 of PHC,
tertiary
and
(green)
Is there a legal or regulatory basis that dictates how resources should be
allocated against health sector priorities?

Is there a legal or regulatory basis that dictates how resources should be
allocated against the benefits package?

Laws and regulations around decentralized role but not enforced/ current/Financing
comprehensive
(yellow)
of health
policies and priorities mandated
enforced
BP and
mandated
and(green)
enforced (green)
Are there multiple plans or strategies at the
subnational level that drive resource allocation?

Subnational plan is unified with national plan (green)

Are these plans costed?

Subnational plans costed and costs applied (green)

What other tools and evidence are used to guide priorities?

Evidence-based (green)

vnm

Are there multiple strategic plans for both the budget holder and
different programs funded by that budget holder? [eg. TB, HIV etc.]

Outside of the main package, are there other packages
specified for specific programs?

Program plans fully unified in overall plan (green)Fully unified in overall package (green)

Are these plans costed and/or linked to a health financing strategy?

Plans costed and costs applied (green)

What other tools and evidence are used to guide priorities?

Evidence-based (green)

How is/are the benefits package(s) costed?

BP costed and costs applied (green)

What other tools and evidence are used to guide priorities?

Evidence-based (green)

What is the % of CHE that comes from external resources?

<10% (green)
Is there a legal or regulatory basis that dictates how external resources should
be allocated against health sector priorities?

Donor funding of priorities mandated and enforced (gre

Are external resources aligned to priorities of the major budget holder?

External resources fully aligned to sector priorities (gre
Are the costs of donor programs transparent and
available to the government?

Costs are fully available to government (green)

What other tools and evidence are used to guide priorities?

Evidence-based (green)
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Budget

Fund allocation

Do resources flow according to determined priorities?

Aligned to sector priorities (Please select: Decentralized priorities, external resources, benefits package, health or program

Budgeting
Decentralized priorities
External resources
Benefits package
Health or Program Plan
What institutions or stakeholders are involved in allocating funds according to these priorities, and what methods do they use?

Consultative (green)
How and how frequently are resources allocated?

Allocations are sufficient and predictable (green)

Payment

Who receives funds: Do they have flexiblity to reallocate funds according to need?

Fund flows are flexible (green)
How are funded priorities paid for?

Providers and facilities paid based on output and aligned to priorities (green)

Assessment

3

How are funding flows tracked against priorities?

Clear indicators are in place to track spending against priorities (green)

